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Abstract
Future vehicles will become smarter and more connected. With the merging and sharing of data
generated by onboard sensors, next-generation vehicular applications (e.g., cooperative lane
change) are emerging that create a signiﬁ cant demand for sufﬁ cient computing resources to
conduct time-critical and data-intensive tasks. Owing to the space, weight, and cost constraints,
the computing capacity of most vehicles may not be high enough to handle such tasks. On the other
hand, ofﬂ oading these tasks to the cloud is not applicable, due to the considerable transmission
delay. A new computing paradigm known as vehicular fog computing (VFC) has been proposed
that pushe s computing and communication re source s to the e dge of the ne twork. Its ke y ide a is to
ofﬂ oad computational tasks from the client vehicles to fog nodes located for example at cellular
base stations or buses with extra computing power. In VFC, only one-hop communication is
re quire d , w hich g re atly short e ns t he transmission d e lay. How e ve r, d ue t o t he mobilit y of ve hicle s,
the density of client vehicles and therefore the amount of tasks generated by them vary
sp at iot e mp orally . M e anw hile , t he availabilit y of fog nod e s carrie d by ve hicle s, calle d ve hicu lar f og
nodes, depends on the driving routes of the carriers. The spatiotemporal variation in both the
s u p p l y a n d d e m a n d o f c o m p u t i n g s e rvi c e s a d d s a l a y e r o f c o m p l e x i t y t o e n a b l e re l i a b l e VF C - b a s e d
services.
In this dissertation, the focus is on designing task allocation and resource scheduling algorithms
via various mathematical models to enable high-quality and low-latency VFC-based services for
vehicular applications. The feasibility and challenges of applying VFC for real-time analytics of a
crowdsourced dash camera video is investigated. Furthermore, a framework for latency and quality
optimized task allocation in VFC is presented and a task-ofﬂ oading framework for visual-based
assiste d driving is p rop ose d . Finally, t he d e s ig n of a QoI and lat e ncy aw are task allocat ion sc he me
for vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing is presented, which takes into account vehicle mobility and
the spatiotemporal variation in the workload of vehicular fog nodes. Analytical studies were
conducted in order to answer the research questions and evaluate the effectiveness of the designed
algorithms, using real-world application proﬁ les and trafﬁ c data as input.
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1. Introduction

Future vehicles will become smarter and more connected. According to the
report provided by [72] and [4], there are projected to be around 14 million
semi-autonomous vehicles (AVs) on the roads in the US by 2025 and the
global connected vehicle market size is projected to reach USD 212.7 billion
by 2027. Meanwhile, next-generation vehicular applications using sensor
fusion and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication are paving the way
for autonomous driving [57]. The white paper [5] published by the 5G
Automotive Association (5GAA) describes emerging vehicular applications,
such as real-time situational awareness, see-through for passing, and
high-deﬁnition local maps. These vehicular applications are mostly visualbased and closely involve data-intensive and latency-sensitive computing
tasks, such as pattern recognition [6, 10] and augmented reality (AR)
[35, 117, 98, 97].
According to an estimation by McKinsey & Company [3], the future
vehicle will need to merge and process a massive amount of sensor data
(up to 25GB/hour) in order to make safe decisions. Due to the space, weight,
and cost constraints [59], the computing capacity of most vehicles may not
be high enough to handle such tasks. On the other hand, the cloud model
is not applicable to environments where operations are latency-critical.
For example, when it comes to the prevention of collisions and accidents,
we cannot afford the latency caused by the round trip between vehicle and
remote cloud.
To address the aforementioned challenges, an attractive computing
paradigm called fog computing [12] has been proposed. The term fog
computing, coined by Cisco, refers to a decentralized architectural pattern
that brings computing resources and application services to the edge where
the data is being generated and acted upon [18]. By utilizing network edge
devices to carry out a substantial amount of computing, communication,
and storage services close to the mobile devices, it is not necessary to send
all data all the way to the cloud [81].
To adopt fog computing in a vehicular environment, different architectures of vehicular fog computing (VFC) that include vehicular cloudlets
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(i.e., cloudlets carried by vehicles) have been proposed in the literature.
Hou et al. [42] proposed the turning of vehicles, especially slow-moving
and parked vehicles, into cloudlets, and to form a local cloud by gathering
the available computing resources on nearby vehicles. Satyanarayanan
[101] proposed the turning of every vehicle, such as autonomous cars, into
a cloudlet that has substantial processing capability and storage for processing local sensor data, and to share the processing results with the zone
cloudlet in each coverage zone. However, both of the aforementioned VFC
architectures have several issues. For the ﬁrst architecture, it is challenging to gather and manage the computing resources from different devices
due to the dynamically varying location of vehicles and severe communication interference. For the second architecture, there are a considerable
number of normal vehicles driving on the road that are not equipped with
any computing resource and therefore turning every vehicle into a cloudlet
is not feasible in the near future.
To provide more reliable computing and communication services, we
propose a different VFC architecture [129]. In our architecture, only
commercial ﬂeets (e.g., buses and taxis) with predictable driving routes
are turned into vehicular fog nodes and are utilized for providing costeffective, on-demand fog computing services for vehicular applications.
These vehicular fog nodes, collaborating with the computing nodes colocated with base stations (cellular fog nodes), serve the vehicles within
range for single- hop communication. Additionally, due to the mobility of
commercial ﬂeets, the services from vehicular fog nodes can be dynamically
managed and dispatched on demand, and therefore the over-subscription
of computing and communication resources can be reduced.
Due to the mobility of vehicles and the variation in trafﬁc density, the
amount of tasks generated by vehicles varies with time and place. Meanwhile, the availability of vehicular fog nodes depends on the driving routes
of the carriers. Therefore, the spatiotemporal variation in both the supply
and demand of fog computing services adds a layer of complexity to the
scheduling of communication and computing resources on fog nodes. Furthermore, with the growing adoption of dash cameras, vehicle-based visual
crowdsourcing is becoming an emerging paradigm where the visual data
collected from dash cameras installed on vehicles is analyzed with the aim
of measuring phenomena of common interest. However, how to increase
the quality of information (QoI) of the collected data while reducing the
data processing latency in a dynamic changing vehicular environment
remains a challenge.
How to efﬁciently schedule the resources on fog nodes, including vehicular
fog nodes and cellular fog nodes, to provide high-quality and low-latency
services for various vehicular applications has become a critical issue. The
principle goal of this thesis is to propose methods and computing schemes
to tackle this critical technical challenge when developing VFC-based
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services. The research questions, scope, methodology, and contributions
are elaborated below.

1.1

Research Questions and Scope

In this dissertation, the following question is posed: Is it possible to turn
commercial ﬂeets such as buses and taxis into vehicular fog nodes to
complement cloud servers to meet the increasing demand for emerging
vehicular applications? Second, how to schedule the resources equipped
on fog nodes to provide latency and quality aware services for vehicles
traveling on the road? Since the research scope is extremely broad, the
research question has been divided into the following more detailed and
more concrete sub-questions:
RQ1 What is the availability of computing and communication resources
carried by vehicular fog nodes in an urban area and what is the
serviceability (e.g., service latency and network throughput) of VFCbased services over current radio access technologies (i.e., LTE and
DSRC) under various trafﬁc conditions?
RQ2 How can we schedule the computing and communication resources
on fog nodes to achieve low-latency and high-quality services? This
research question can be divided into two parts: How to design a
latency and quality optimized task allocation scheme in a vehicular
environment? Second, how to provide latency and quality aware task
ofﬂoading strategies while taking into account the spatiotemporal
variation in the workload of fog nodes?
RQ3 How can we design a QoI and latency aware task allocation scheme
for vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing? This research question can
also be divided into two parts: How to allocate visual data collection
tasks and real-time data processing tasks to sensing vehicles and
vehicular fog nodes, respectively? Second, how to dynamically select
the data collection rate, taking into account the mobility of vehicles
and spatiotemporal variation in the workload of vehicular fog nodes?
To answer the aforementioned questions, it is important not only to design
theoretical models and algorithms for resource scheduling, but also to
analyze the spatiotemporal variation in the demand and supply of VFC
services. Thus, our research began by analyzing the availability of the
vehicular fog nodes, utilizing real-world trafﬁc data. In a further step,
we studied how the resources should be consumed by emerging vehicular
applications to ensure low-latency and high-quality services. Finally, we
explored how to schedule the resources on fog nodes to provide latency and
quality aware services.
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Problem
formulation

Performance
evaluation

Algorithm
design

Figure 1.1. An overview of the research methodology.

The broad scope of this dissertation inevitably means omitting certain
topics and challenges. In our work, we divide an urban area into service
zones based on the locations of cellular base stations and select a base
station within the zone to manage and coordinate all the fog nodes and
vehicles in the same zone. Vehicular fog nodes and vehicles always inform
the coordinator when they enter or leave the zone, utilizing existing cellular registration mechanisms. Therefore, the locations of vehicles (and
dynamics) are transparent to the system; however, the privacy and security
issues involved in computation ofﬂoading [81] are beyond the scope of this
work.
In this dissertation, the principal focus is on scheduling the computing
and communication resources on fog nodes and resource management
involving the cloud layer is not investigated thoroughly [36].Furthermore,
the thesis focuses on the scenario where there is one hop communication
between vehicles and fog nodes, and therefore the resource allocation
or energy conservation in vehicular ad hoc networks or vehicular delay
tolerant networks (DTNs) are not studied [23, 142].

1.2

Methodology

In order to answer the research questions set out in this work, the author
and the research team relied on analytical research methods including
problem formulation, algorithm design, and performance evaluation. Figure 1.1 depicts an overview of the research methodology adopted in the
thesis.
Firstly, we formulated mathematical problems in VFC, including task
allocation and task ofﬂoading. For latency and quality optimized task
allocation, we considered constraints on service latency, quality loss, and
fog capacity, and created the process of task allocation across cellular and
vehicular fog nodes into a joint optimization problem. For latency and
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quality aware task ofﬂoading in visual-based assisted driving, we formulated the optimization process into a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP), taking into account the spatiotemporal variation in
service demand and supply. For QoI and latency aware task allocation
in vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing, we formulated the optimization
problem as a constraint-aware Markov Decision Process (MDP), taking
into account the spatiotemporal variation in vehicular fog node workload
and vehicle mobility.
Secondly, we designed algorithms via various models to solve the previously mentioned mathematical problems. For latency and quality optimized task allocation, we designed an event-triggered dynamic task allocation (DTA) framework using Linear Programming based Optimization
(LBO) and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO). For latency and
quality aware task ofﬂoading in visual-based assisted driving, we solved
the POMDP through the stochastic dynamic programming approach. For
task allocation in vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing, we leveraged the
advanced deep Q-network (DQN) to learn the optimized task allocation
strategies to increase the QoI of collected data while reducing the processing latency.
Finally, we simulated the performance of the designed algorithms by
using real-world application proﬁles and trafﬁc data as input. We implemented several example tasks in vehicular applications, such as video
streaming and real-time object recognition, and explored the impact of
the variation in service quality on the service latency and the amount of
resource consumption (e.g., CPU and memory). Moreover, we collected and
analyzed real-world trafﬁc data to explore the spatiotemporal variation
patterns in vehicle density and identify the workload patterns of vehicular
fog nodes.

1.3

Contributions

This thesis summarizes four publications and addresses the proposed
research questions. The contributions of these publications are elaborated
below.
Publication I investigates the feasibility and challenges of applying vehicular fog computing to real-time analytics of crowdsourced dash camera
video. We analyzed the availability of vehicular fog nodes based on a realworld trafﬁc dataset. Furthermore, we explored the serviceability of vehicular fog nodes by evaluating the networking performance of fog-enabled
video crowdsourcing over two mainstream access technologies: DSRC and
LTE. Based on our ﬁndings, we summarized the challenges to large scale
real-time analytics of crowdsourced videos over vehicular networks.
Publication II presents a framework for latency and quality optimized
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task allocation in VFC. This framework supports the mobility of vehicles, including vehicles that generate tasks and others that serve as fog
nodes. Considering constraints on service latency, quality loss, and fog
capacity, the process of task allocation across cellular and vehicular fog
nodes is formulated into a joint optimization problem. We consider the
joint optimization problem as a bi-objective minimization problem, where
a trade-off is maintained between service latency and quality loss. To solve
the bi-objective minimization problem, we propose an event-triggered dynamic task allocation (DTA) framework using Linear Programming based
Optimization (LBO) and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO). To
assess the effectiveness of the framework, we simulated the mobility of fog
nodes at different times of day based on real-world taxi traces and implemented two representative tasks, including video streaming and real-time
object recognition.
Publication III proposes a task ofﬂoading framework for visual-based
assisted driving. This takes into account the spatiotemporal variation
in service demand and supply, and also provides latency and resolution
aware task ofﬂoading strategies based on the Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP). To evaluate the effectiveness of the framework,
we simulated the availability of vehicular fog nodes at different times of
day based on real-world bus trajectories and used real-world performance
measurements of visual data transmission and processing.
Publication IV designs a QoI and latency aware task allocation scheme for
vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing. We propose the utilization of vehicular
fog nodes to gather and process the visual data captured by dash cameras
installed on vehicles traveling in targeted areas. We designed a datadriven deep Q-network (DQN) based solution that can automatically learn
optimized task allocation strategies to increase the QoI of collected data
while reducing the processing latency.

1.4

Structure

This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 reviews vehicle-based
crowdsourcing approaches, presents the state of the art of VFC architectures and surveys task allocation and ofﬂoading schemes. Chapter 3
summarizes the main contributions of the dissertation. Chapter 4 concludes the work. The original publications are presented after Chapter
4.
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2. Background and Related Works

This section presents the background necessary for understanding the ﬁeld
that this dissertation addresses. First, current research studies related
to vehicle-based crowdsourcing are presented. Then, an introduction is
given regarding the architectures of VFC and related terms, and relevant
vehicular radio access technologies. Finally, computation ofﬂoading in VFC
is presented and state-of-the-art techniques summarized.

2.1

Vehicle-based Crowdsourcing

Vehicle-based crowdsourcing is an emerging paradigm where the data
collected from various sensors installed on vehicles is analyzed for safe
and comfortable driving. In this section, two vehicle-based crowdsourcing approaches are introduced: crowdsourcing for assisted driving and
crowdsourcing for environment sensing.

2.1.1

Crowdsourcing for Assisted Driving

In this section, current research focusing on crowdsourcing for assisted
driving is classiﬁed into two categories: namely, digital map enhancement
and driver visibility improvement.
To perform multi-optimization on commute
time, carbon footprint, and trafﬁc efﬁciency, dynamic extended attributes
on trafﬁc status, such as trafﬁc incidents and trafﬁc lights, will be employed
in future navigation systems [13]. Data from various sensors on vehicles,
such as GPS sensors and dash cameras, can be crowdsourced and analyzed
to extend digital maps with the location of trafﬁc incidents, trafﬁc lights,
and stop signs.
By analyzing raw GPS traces collected from vehicle probes, Wang et
al. [125] proposed an automatic map update system, in which a hidden
Markov model (HMM) based map-matching algorithm is used to infer
missing roads on an open street map (OSM). Aly et al. [7] presented a
Digital map enhancement
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crowdsourcing based system to enrich a digital map with different road
semantics, such as locations of bumps, tunnels, footbridges, bridges, and
crosswalks.
By collecting speed reports from a set of probe vehicles (i.e., GPS-equipped
vehicles), Hoh et al. [41] proposed a trafﬁc monitoring system to monitor
trafﬁc ﬂow and congestion. By collecting location traces from on-road vehicles, Yoon et al. [131] proposed a simple yet effective method of identifying
trafﬁc conditions on surface streets, such as unique trafﬁc patterns and
unusual trafﬁc states of road segments.
Crowdsourced on-board sensor data can also be used for detecting trafﬁc
incidents. Dogru et al. [22] presented a trafﬁc accident detection system
based on the analyzation of the speeds and coordinates of the vehicles by
using data collected from vehicular networks. With advanced machine
learning algorithms, such as support vector machines (SVM), artiﬁcial
neural networks (ANN), and random forests (RF), vehicle behavior can
be analyzed and accidents can be detected with the given position and
velocity values of a large amount of vehicles. By merging data from various
sensors including accelerometers, GPS and pressure, Bhatti et al. [11]
proposed an IoT-based system to improve the accuracy of accident detection.
Weiner et al. [28] explored the feasibility of a vehicular Ad-Hoc network
(VANETs) based car accident alert system application, in which an accident
is detected by the analyzation of accelerometer sensor data.
Driver visibility improvement By sharing visual information among nearby
vehicles, the vision of an individual vehicle could be broadened. Qiu et al.
[97] proposed an augmented reality based system called AVR to broaden
the vehicle’s visual horizon by gathering and sharing visual information
from neighboring vehicles. Gomes et al. [35] proposed an assisted-driving
system, in which large and vision-blocking vehicles are transformed into
transparent objects by combining the use of various technologies such as
computer vision, laser holographic projection, and V2V communication.
Similarly, Olaverri-Monreal et al. [86] proposed a see-through system for
the overtaking, in which the overtaking vehicles are allowed to have the
visual perspective of the preceding vehicles and the visual perception of
vehicles traveling in the opposite direction lane could be enhanced as well.
By sharing individual perceptions of vehicles through V2V communication, Liu et al. [63] proposed a connected vehicle system, in which views of
different vehicles are merged to leverage ﬁne-grained lane determination.
Ambrosin et al. [8] tried to enlarge the ﬁeld of view of vehicles and track
dynamic obstacles on the road by sharing information among connected
vehicles.
To avoid potentially dangerous trafﬁc conﬂicts, Tran et al. [117] presented
a left-turn driving aid system, in which the projected path of the oncoming
vehicle can be displayed with a 3D augmented reality head-up display (3D
AR-HUD). Similarly, to increase driver safety at unsignalized intersections,
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Seo et al. [105] presented an algorithm for left-turn assistant applications
by sharing information among vehicles via WAVE communication stacks.

2.1.2

Crowdsourcing for Environment Sensing

Data collected from various sensors on vehicles can be analyzed with the
aim of measuring phenomena of common interest. Here, we introduce
two typical vehicle-based crowdsourcing applications that may involve
intensive visual data collection and processing, i.e., road surface monitoring
and parking space detection.
Road surface conditions, such as potholes, cracks,
and bumps, have a signiﬁcant impact on driving comfort and transport
safety. Recently, by collecting and analyzing data from various sensors on
vehicles, vehicle-based crowdsourcing has become an important supplemental technique for road surface condition monitoring [100].
For paved roads, many existing studies used acceleration sensors to estimate road surface shape (RSS), such as road roughness. Fujino et al.
[31] studied the relationship between the root mean square (RMS) and the
international roughness index (IRI) of the vertical component of acceleration values and used acceleration sensor data to calculate approximate IRI
values. Yagi et al. [130] provided a spring and damper model to calculate
approximate IRI values, in which the damping ratio and resonant frequency can be automatically estimated. Nomura et al. [83] classiﬁed road
surface conditions into three levels based on the IRI and estimated and
detected changes in road surface conditions by using acceleration sensors.
Compared with normal road conditions, research work on snow-covered
roads has dealt with the road surface type (RST). Kawai et al. [51]proposed
a visual-based distinction system for monitoring road surface conditions,
such as dry, wet or snowy, at night-time. At night-time, illuminant conditions such as streetlamps, signal lights, reﬂections, and other lighting
sources have a signiﬁcant impact on the image features of the road surface. To address this problem, they collected images from dash cameras on
vehicles and analyzed the image features based on color information and
the presence of other light sources to differentiate various road surface
conditions. To distinguish snow coverage conditions on the road surface,
Omer et al. [87] proposed a road surface monitoring system based on GPS
tagged images obtained from dash cameras on non-dedicated vehicles such
as public transport or police vehicles. Qian et al. [95] presented a road
condition classiﬁcation system that analyzes the prior distribution of road
pixels from still-frames taken from uncalibrated dashboard cameras, in
which normalized luminance and texture features are merged to categorize
the segmented road surface.
Eriksson et al. [25] introduced an algorithm called “z-peak” that detects
potholes when the collected data surpasses a threshold value. Furthermore,
Road surface monitoring
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by using a frequency ﬁlter, the z-peak could also differentiate potholes from
other road anomalies. Chen et al. [14] implemented a crowdsourcing-based
road sur- face monitoring system for pothole detection and proposed a
lightweight data mining algorithm to minimize storage and transmission
costs in the process of pothole information transmission. Fox et al. [30]
introduced a multi-lane pothole detection problem and demonstrated the
impact of the crowdsourcing frequency on the accuracy of pothole detection.
Plenty of studies [16, 40, 108, 138] have been
devoted to the system design and implementation of crowdsourcing based
parking space detection. Chen et al. [16] proposed a feasible and economic
approach that applies mobile crowdsourcing to implement smart parking,
studying the relationship between the performance of the crowdsourcing system and the inﬂuence of freeriding, and the difference between
coordinated and uncoordinated crowdsourcing.
Hara et al. [40] investigated the feasibility of using untrained crowd
workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (turkers) to ﬁnd, label, and assess
sidewalk parking spots in Google Street View imagery. In their work, they
proposed a scalable approach for combining existing online map imagery
and crowdsourcing to identify perceived accessibility issues.
Shi et al. [108] proposed a crowd-sensed parking system called ParkCrowd,
in which crowd workers are utilized to identify vacant parking spots and
score future availability levels based on their own predictions. To estimate
the reliability of the predicted availability information, they introduced
point of interest (POI) related control questions into the crowdsensing
process. Furthermore, to improve the participation of crowd workers and
to motivate them to provide more reliable information, they built an incentivization scheme to reward workers based on the reliability of contributed
knowledge.
Rajasegarar et al. [138] collected and analyzed real-world parking events
and availability data in two cities: Melbourne, Australia, and San Francisco, USA. By means of data analyzation, they found some key parameters,
such as the time of day and the day of the week, that could be used as the
input for parking availability prediction models. Based on their observations, they presented a prediction mechanism for the parking occupancy
rate and analyzed the relative strengths for the prediction occupancy rate
of different machine learning methods, such as support vector regression
(SVR) and neural networks (NN).
Parking space detection

2.2

Architectures of VFC and Related Terms

Typically, the architectures of VFC are composed of three layers, namely,
the cloud layer, fog layer, and vehicle layer [99, 43]. The fog layer consists
of both stationary and mobile fog nodes. The stationary nodes can be co-
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Figure 2.1. A Three-layer VFC Architecture

located with cellular base stations, while the mobile nodes can be carried
by moving vehicles or UAVs.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a popular three-tier VFC architecture depicted
from the bottom layer: namely, client vehicles, vehicular and cellular fog
nodes, and centralized cloud servers. The layers are explained below.
The client vehicles are known as service requestors and
are equipped with various types of sensors and multi-interface cards,
internally and externally [66, 143, 145]. Notably, autonomous vehicles
(AVs) equipped with an onboard unit (OBU) and advanced sensors, such
as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and radio detection and ranging
(RADAR), can also act as client vehicles [32, 27, 71, 90].
The equipment embedded in a client vehicle is described as follows
Client Vehicles

1. CPU: processes the data generated by onboard sensors by per- forming arithmetic, logical, and I/O operations. Furthermore, it also
implements the communication and application protocols.
2. Wireless transceiver: transmits data from vehicles to vehicles, or
from vehicles to infrastructures.
3. GPS: receives information from the Global Positioning System and
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supports navigation services. With the help of base station cooperation, the vehicle’s position can be located by a GPS module with
an accuracy of as little as less than one meter. By gathering GPS
information from various vehicles, prompt information about road
conditions or trafﬁc accidents can be obtained.
4. Dash camera: continuously records the view through the front windscreen of the vehicle. Some cameras can record acceleration, store
data, and connect to GPS and various wireless transceivers (e.g.,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and cellular networks). Speciﬁcally designed dash
cameras can capture images at very high speeds with a wide recording angle [79].
To integrate and process the intensive data generated from heterogeneous
onboard sensors, a signiﬁcant amount of communication and computing
resources is required. However, the computing capacity of most vehicles
may not be high enough to process such intensive data due to space, weight,
and cost constraints [59].
Vehicular fog nodes are vehicles or unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) equipped with communication, computing and storage
capabilities. Compared with stationary servers, the mobility of vehicular
fog nodes opens up new opportunities. For example, due to the rapid
mobility of vehicles and limited coverage of stationary access points, client
vehicles may frequently execute handovers, which can result in high packet
loss and long handover authentication time. However, as vehicular fog
nodes can travel along with client vehicles, a more reliable service with
longer service period can be provided [144, 134].
Furthermore, due to the spatiotemporal variation in trafﬁc density, the
computing and communication workload varies over time and between
places. However, by scheduling the routines of vehicular fog nodes based
on the distribution of the workload or urgent needs (e.g., disconnection of
cellular infrastructure after an earthquake), the vehicular fog nodes can be
dispatched to deliver computing and communication capacity upon request
[129].
Vehicular fog nodes also deal with computational applications re- quiring
low latency, such as environment perception, AR, video analytics, and
human behavior recognition. For this, vehicular fog nodes provide the
following services to client vehicles:
Vehicular Fog Nodes

1. Computation as a Service (CaaS): public transport, taxis, and AVs
with sufﬁcient computing resources can provide a service to client
vehicles that desire to augment their computational resources to
achieve massive computational tasks. To enhance the reliability of
the service, we proposed to turn commercial ﬂeets with ﬁxed routes,
such as buses, into vehicular fog nodes to provide cost-effective and
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on-demand fog computing for vehicular applications. To expand
the resources currently available in vehicular networks, Pham et al.
[92] proposed to use buses as mobile volunteer nodes to share their
abundant resources for processing tasks ofﬂoaded from the remote
cloud.
UAVs are also involved in assisting VFC services, owing to their
low cost and ﬂexible deployment. Garg et al. [32] proposed the use
of UAVs as intermediate aerial nodes to facilitate the data transfer between vehicles and edge servers and to design a data-driven
transportation optimization model to detect cyber-threats or attacks
from potential hackers. Zhang et al. [134] proposed utilizing UAVs to
act as ﬂying roadside units (RSUs) to support the VFC services by
processing the tasks ofﬂoaded from vehicles. To better enforce road
safety and support trafﬁc efﬁciency, Menouar et al. [71] proposed
the use of UAVs to communicate with vehicles in proximity through
a direct wireless link. Furthermore, by gathering multiple UAVs
together, speciﬁc missions such as ﬂying accident report agents and
ﬂying RSUs can be executed.
Besides, in a parking lot or trafﬁc congestion, vehicles may spend
several hours with unused computational resources. Hou et al. [42]
proposed aggregating the abundant resources of parked vehicles to
enhance the communication and computational capabilities of the
urban area. Zhang et al. [136, 137] proposed the exploitation of the
computing and communication capability of parked vehicles to assist
latency-sensitive services for on-the-move vehicles. Huang et al. [47]
proposed the opportunistic use of the computing resources of parked
vehicles to provide services for distributed mobile applications. To
manage the resources effectively, they further designed an interactive
protocol to support mutual communication among parked vehicles.
2. Network as a Service (NaaS): vehicular fog nodes with an Internet
connection can facilitate client vehicles by providing them with an
Internet service through wireless access technologies [24]. Abuelela
et al. [85] proposed sharing the Internet resource between vehicles
driving on the road with a small relative speed and in the same direction. Guo et al. [37] designed a service oriented architecture (SOA)
based infotainment system to provide context-aware web services to
client vehicles in real time.
Cellular fog nodes are the computing nodes that are
co-located at RSUs [142], cellular base stations [69], or wireless access
routers [94]. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, cellular fog nodes are often
utilized for managing data computation, storage, and distribution [46,
133, 17, 135]. In addition,through spectrum slicing and network function
Cellular Fog Nodes
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visualization (NFV), multiple cellular fog nodes can be co-located at a
single edge server and share communication and computing resources [90].
Besides providing CaaS and NaaS, cellular fog nodes can also provide the
following services to client vehicles:
1. Infotainment as a Service (IaaS): cellular fog nodes broadcast useful
information to client vehicles, such as emergency situations and
trafﬁc accidents [38, 89, 123]. To enhance the travel experience of the
passengers, they also offer entertainment services such as movies,
music, and games [34, 119, 80].
2. Storage as a Service (SaaS): cellular fog nodes can provide client
vehicles with extra storage for running high-storage-consumption
applications, such as history data backup. To achieve secure data
storage in VFC, Kang et al. [49] exploited a data sharing system with
advanced blockchain technologies, such as consortium blockchain and
smart contract technologies. Shanmugam et al. [107] used small cell
access points to cache popular video content.
Equipped with more computing resources than fog nodes,
cloud servers are enabled to process the compute-intensive tasks which
cannot be handled by fog nodes, such as data aggregation and data mining
[99, 114]. Moreover, Moreover, cloud servers can provide a gigantic amount
of storage for trafﬁc data uploaded from client vehicles, from where various public and private institutions, such as the meteorology department or
the police, can use the stored trafﬁc data to perform various studies [128].
However, latency-sensitive safety-related vehicular applications, such as
the prevention of collisions and accidents, cannot afford the latency (from
100 ms to seconds [129]) caused by round trips between the vehicle and
the remote cloud servers.
Cloud Servers

2.3

Vehicular Radio Access Technologies

Radio access technologies allow connected vehicles to share information
collected from their on-board sensors efﬁciently with other vehicles or
transmit/receive data to/from fog nodes or cloud servers via one-hop or
multi-hop. The automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and
telecoms industry are focusing on the development of effective vehicular
radio access technologies that can enable connectivity between vehicles,
roadside infrastructure, and cellular networks. For example, technologies such as visible light communication (VLC) and dedicated short range
communication (DSRC) are potential candidates for vehicle-to- vehicle
(V2V) communication, and long-term evolution-advance (LTE-A), 5th generation wireless systems (5G), and Wi-Fi are promising candidates for
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vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. Radio access technologies
for intra-vehicle wireless communications, such as zigBee, radio frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID), Bluetooth, and near ﬁeld communication (NFC) are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
DSRC/IEEE 802.11p DSRC is the most popular radio access technology
for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication in a vehicular network
and is widely used to ensure trafﬁc efﬁciency and road safety. The DSRC
spectrum is allocated variously in different countries.
In the USA, the DSRC spectrum (5.850-5.925 GHz) is divided into seven
channels (10 MHz for each channel), comprising a control channel (CCH)
and six service channels (SCHs) [61, 52]. The CCH is mainly used for
critical safety applications and has the highest priority. On the other hand,
SCH channels are mainly used for non-safety applications. The DSRC can
support a bandwidth of 3 Mbps to 27 Mbps. Furthermore, by combining
two SCHs, a higher data rate of 54 Mbps can be provided by DSRC.
In Europe, the DSRC spectrum (5.875-5.905 GHz) is allocated for trafﬁc
efﬁciency and road safety applications. The DSRC allocation in Europe is
referred to as ITS-G5A and is divided into three channels (10 MHz for each
channel), comprising one control channel (CCH) and two service channels
(SCHs). Furthermore, another 20 MHz (5.855-5.875 GHz) spectrum, called
ITS-G5B, is reserved for non-safety applications. The ITS-G5B spectrum
is divided into two service channels (10 MHz for each channel). Besides
ITS-G5A and ITS-G5B, ITS-G5C (5.470-5.725 GHz) is speciﬁcally allocated
for V2I communication [29]. Notably, the DSRC standards developed in
different countries vary considerably and are not compatible with each
other.
To utilize the DSRC spectrum effectively, the IEEE 802.11p protocol stack
has been developed [48]. Amending and revising the IEEE 802.11 (IEEE
802.11a) standard, the IEEE 802.11p has been developed to facilitate
V2V and V2I communication. Furthermore, a family of standards called
wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) has been designed for
intelligent transportation systems [61]. WAVE assumes that each vehicle
is equipped with only one radio, but vehicles can communicate using
any channel in the DSRC band. Unlike WAVE, the European family of
standards, ETSI ITS, support multi-radio multi-channel communications
[26].
Wi-Fi Similarly to DSRC, the Wi-Fi spectrum is allocated in an unlicensed band (2.4 and 5 GHz) and can carry a large amount of trafﬁc.
Though the Wi-Fi protocol stack (IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac) was not originally
designed for vehicular connectivity, Wi-Fi has been advanced in V2I/V2V
communication with various amendments to the IEEE 802.11 standard.
For example, assisted roaming is supported by IEEE 802.11k, fast basic service set transition (FT-BSS) is designed for fast roaming in IEEE
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802.11r, management frame protection is developed in IEEE 802.11w, and
services-on-demand is enabled in IEEE 802.11u. These amendments make
Wi-Fi a competitive candidate to provide secure and seamless vehicular
connectivity.
LTE, which stands for Long-term Evolution, is a member of the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) family. LTE uses an “all-in-one”
and "everything-over-IP " approach and offers substantial improvements
including the following:
LTE

• Multi-input multi-output (MIMO).
• Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing access (OFDMA) in the
downlink.
• Signiﬁcant improvement in spectrum efﬁciency.
• High mobility support.
• Enhanced throughput.
LTE integrates all the radio access networks into one entity called eNB,
which is connected to user equipment (UEs) and the LTE core network
directly. This architecture provides LTE with the beneﬁts of shorter round
trip times (RTTs) and accessing delays. In LTE, a resource block (RB) is
the basic unit of resources that can be allocated to users. An RB consists
of 12 subcarriers and six or seven symbols. One RB is 180 kHz wide in
frequency with a time slot of 0.5 ms. In current LTE systems, up to 100
RBs can be scheduled on the available frequency band (20 MHz). According
to the measurements reported in [9], LTE can support UEs with mobility
at a speed of 350 km/h and has ubiquitous coverage.
Many researchers are interested in studying the ability of LTE under
vehicular scenarios. Araniti et al. [9] provided a detailed survey to assess
the LTE capabilities to support a unique set of vehicular applications.
Luoto et al. in [70] analyzed the network related bottlenecks of LTE
through extensive system-level simulations. Lottermann et al. in [68]
explored the suitability of LTE for various vehicular services such as
infotainment, safety, and trafﬁc efﬁciency. Sun et al. in [111] studied
the performance of LTE technology when providing V2X communication
in various aspects. Due to its high density deployment, LTE is the most
promising candidate for V2I communication in urban areas.
As the competition in
radio frequency becomes more serious, visible light communication (VLC)
is of great interest to the industry and academic researchers. VLC uses
visible light for communication (380-800 THz) and can be modulated at
high speed using light-emitting diodes (LEDs).
Visible light communication (VLC) based on LED
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Table 2.1. A summary of 5G building blocks applicable to vehicular communications.

Building
blocks

Features

Proximity ser- • Ofﬂoads the base station
vice

Challenges
• Interference at lower altitudes

• Directly advertise, dis- • Interference in samecover, and communicate
band transmissions
• Spectrum allocation issues
Network Slic- • Separates networks logi- • Centralized and sliced
ing
cally
network identiﬁcation
• Includes provisions for
multiple control planes for
networks

• Support for data analytic techniques

• Supports discovery and
access of MEC resources
Mobile edge
computing

• Brings cloud computing
at the edge

• Availability of all access
technology

• Supports multi-vendor
environment

• Cost effectiveness of
hosting cloudlets

• Supports discovery and
access of MEC resources

• Consideration of hosting demands (e.g., security)

Unlike other radio access technologies (DSRC, Wi-Fi), LED-based VLC
has a structure with less complexity. Furthermore, by using an unlicensed spectrum, LED-based VLC has a lower cost of deployment. Notably,
LED-based VLC has a dual application: communication and illumination. Therefore, when driving, no extra energy would be consumed for
communication [77].
With LED-based VLC, roadside devices such as trafﬁc lights and vehicles’
LED headlights can work as transmitters/receivers. Due to directional
line of sight (LOS) propagation, the most accurate position of neighboring
vehicles can be provided via LED-based VLC [132, 54], which is hard to
realize by other radio access technologies. The beneﬁts of LED-based
VLC make it a competitive candidate for future V2X communications.
For example, Lewin [58] proposed the use of LED-based VLC for various
vehicular safety applications such as collision avoidance, positioning, and
cooperative driving.
5G is ongoing, and it is an emerging platform that not only
aims to augment existing but also introduce a plethora of novel applications
5G approach
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that require ultra-reliable low-latency communication. The development
of advanced 5G communication capabilities means that the performance of
V2I communication can be signiﬁcantly enhanced and the emerging dataintensive and latency-sensitive vehicular applications, such as cooperative
driving and assisted driving, can be supported.
Shah et al. [106] explored key building blocks of 5G in context of vehicular communications, including proximity service, mobile edge computing
and network slicing. The most relevant details about their features and
associated challenges are summarized in Table 2.1. Besides, Ge et al. [33]
made a 5G software designed vehicular network (SD- VNs) model to develop fog cells to avoid repeated handover. Compared with the conventional
methods, 5G SDVNs achieve lower transmission latency and higher network throughput and have the potential to provide service with maximum
ﬂexibility and compatibility. Based on SDN, Cloud-RAN, and fog computing technologies, Khan et al. [53] designed a 5G next-generation VANET
model to properly allocate communication resources with a global approach.
Moreover, 5G technologies are used to address the issues caused by the
extreme growth of vehicular terminals. Tao et al. [116] proposed a cloudbased and fog-based hybrid computing model, called Foud, to facilitate the
emerging vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services and applications.

2.4

Computation Ofﬂoading in VFC

In VFC, the process of computation ofﬂoading across vehicular fog nodes
and cellular fog nodes is usually formulated into an optimization problem
[142, 73, 46]. Taking into account various constraints, such as service
quality, response latency, energy efﬁciency and fog capacity, the optimization problem is typically proven as a non-deterministic polynomial-time
hard (NP-hard) problem [145, 80, 82, 92]. We broadly divided computation ofﬂoading in VFC into two groups: single-objective optimization and
multi-objective optimization.

2.4.1

Single-objective Optimization

A single-objective optimization scheme in computation ofﬂoading aims
at maximizing or minimizing a single type of parameter, such as service
latency, energy, or monetary cost. According to the key parameters, the
different single-objective optimization schemes are explained below.
Plenty of studies [96, 113, 112, 135, 64] have formulated the optimization problem for computation ofﬂoading with regard
to the minimization of service latency, including message overhead [65],
response time [110, 82], routing and path lifetime [45].
To guarantee low computation and communication latency, Qiao et al.
Latency efﬁciency
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[96] proposed utilizing a graph-theory-based maximum weight independent set (MWIS) to remove redundant tasks. Furthermore, based on task
similarity, they divided the vehicles into two sub-cloudlets: a task ofﬂoading sub-cloudlet and a task computing sub-cloudlet. The vehicles in the
task ofﬂoading sub-cloudlet are allowed to ofﬂoad computation tasks to the
task computing sub-cloudlet.
Sun et al. [113] developed a multi-armed bandit (MAB) based task
ofﬂoading framework, in which vehicles are enabled to learn the task
ofﬂoading performance of their surrounding vehicles and the average
ofﬂoading delay is minimized. In [112], Sun et al. extended their work
by designing an adaptive learning-based task ofﬂoading algorithm, ALTO.
ALTO worked in a distributed manner and did not require frequent state
exchange, which can be easily adapted to a dynamic environment..
Furthermore, Ning et al. [82] designed an Edmonds-Karp based algorithm to minimize response latency and balance the workload among the
cloudlets and fog nodes. Sun et al. [110] proposed a modiﬁed genetic
algorithm (MGA) based task scheduling scheme to reduce the average
response time of ofﬂoaded computational tasks. Feng et al. [27] proposed a
framework that they called the autonomous vehicular edge (AVE) to manage the idle computational resources on vehicles driving on the road and
designed an ant colony optimization (ACO) based scheduling algorithm to
schedule jobs generated by client vehicles with the aim of minimizing job
latency. Wang et al. [121] designed a self-selection decision tree based algorithm to reduce average service latency by addressing the frequent vertical
handoff problems caused by unstable network statuses and different user
preferences.
Liu et al. [65] designed a game-theory-based algorithm to decrease computation overhead by the appropriate selection of a wireless channel for
each vehicle. They modeled the computation ofﬂoading decision making
problem among multiple vehicles as a computation ofﬂoading game and
further proved that a Nash equilibrium (NE) exists. Huang et al. [46] proposed an SDN-based V2V VANET ofﬂoading method to solve computation
ofﬂoading problems in the highway environment, in which the ofﬂoading
performance, including the ofﬂoading fraction, network throughput, and
average lifetime, can be improved.
Besides reducing processing latency, ofﬂoading computational tasks to edge/fog servers can reduce the energy consumption
of user equipment (UE). Authors in [127, 126, 78] explored various algorithms to minimize the energy consumption of UEs for local task execution
and task ofﬂoading. Mu et al. [78] proposed an ofﬂoading decision and
task scheduling algorithm for reducing overall energy consumption in a
multi-server multi-user scenario. Wang et al. [126] proposed turning buses
into computation service providers and designed a cloudlet cooperation
strategy based semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) to improve the enEnergy efﬁciency
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ergy efﬁciency of computation ofﬂoading. Wang et al. [127] proposed a
relaying scheme for computation ofﬂoading in a vehicle-based cloudlet
and allowed the current executing cloudlet to ofﬂoad tasks to the next
executing cloudlet in order to save energy.
In VFC, the monetary cost includes the price of
transmission bandwidth [120], the price of energy [142], the price of computing resource [133, 122], the price of service latency [133], the incentive
paid to fog nodes [115, 93, 141], and the revenue of the service provider
[133, 120, 142].Plenty of research work has adopted the game theory to
solve monetary-based optimization problems. Huang et al. [47] proposed a
computing paradigm called PVEC, in which mobile vehicles are allowed to
rent service from parked vehicles. In PVEC, the authors designed a Stackelberg game-based resource scheduling algorithm to minimize the service
fee for requesting vehicles. Wang et al. [124] designed a contract-based
resource allocation scheme to motivate vehicles to share their resources,
in which each distinct performance-reward association is deﬁned as a contract item. By broadcasting the contract, vehicles are enabled to choose
their desired contract items to maximize their payoff. Similarly, Zhou et
al. [141] proposed an incentive mechanism to motivate vehicles to serve
as fog nodes and optimized the economic beneﬁt of the network operator
based on contract theoretical modeling under information asymmetry.
Monetary cost efﬁciency

2.4.2

Multi-objective Optimization

A multi-objective optimization scheme in computation ofﬂoading aims at
maximizing or minimizing a combination of several objectives, such as
joint QoS and energy efﬁciency. Compared with single optimization, multiobjective optimization is generally done to combine the desired features of
each objective, so that the overall algorithm is better than the individual
components.
Dai et al. [20] jointly formulated a computation ofﬂoading
and load balancing problem under a latency constraint and proposed a
resource allocation scheme for a multi-user multi-server VFC system. To
obtain the optimal resource allocation strategy, they modeled VFC server
selection as a binary decision and jointly optimized the ofﬂoading ratio
and server selection decision for maximizing resource efﬁciency. Similarly,
Zhou et al. [139] jointly optimized the communication and computation
resource allocation and ofﬂoading proportion to minimize the completion
time of vehicular virtual reality (VR) applications. The key difference
between the studies mentioned above is that the ﬁrst work ofﬂoaded some
of the tasks to fog nodes and computed the remaining tasks locally, while
the second work partitioned tasks into two sub-tasks and computed speciﬁc
sub-tasks at vehicles and fog nodes simultaneously.
Hybrid latency
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Peng et al. [91] integrated the SDN and NFV into VFC and proposed
an architecture called AVNET to maximize overall resource utilization
through radio bandwidth slicing and computing task migration. They
further extended their work in [90] by involving transmit power controlling,
in which they leveraged logarithmic and linear utility functions to slice
spectrum resources among base stations in a fair manner and control the
transmit power of base stations.
By adopting UAVs into VFC, Zhang et al. [134] developed
a three-layer integrated Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV) architecture, in
which they explored an energy-aware dynamic resource allocation scheme,
taking into account social content caching, partial computation ofﬂoading,
and radio resource scheduling. They tried to jointly optimize both the UAV
trajectory and transmit power of the vehicle by dividing vehicles into two
categories: cooperation and non-cooperation behaviors. Cooperative behavior exists in the partial computation ofﬂoading in the cooperation case,
whereas all the vehicles compete with each other in the non-cooperation
case. With dynamic programming, an optimal power allocation strategy
for vehicles can be obtained when the trajectory of the UAV is ﬁxed.
To improve the sustainability of the vehicular wireless infrastructures,
Ku et al. [56] proposed to power small cell base stations with reasonably
sized solar panels. Furthermore, they tried to reduce the quality of service
(QoS) of vehicular applications by addressing the mismatch between power
generation and consumption. They divided the mismatch problem into
three sub-problems: temporal energy balancing, roadside unit (RSUs)
power consumption minimization, and spatial energy balancing. They
proposed different algorithms to address the above sub-problems, and
further provided a joint user association control and battery charging
method to minimize the QoS loss under the latency constraint.
Pu et al. [93] proposed a hybrid edge computing framework, Chimera, to
reduce the processing energy of corresponding vehicles in vehicle-based
crowdsourcing. In their work, vehicles were enabled to utilize computing
resources from various aspects to facilitate sensed data processing, including resources at the local vehicle, neighboring vehicles, and the virtual
machine (VM) pool at the fog nodes. They formulated a multi-vehicle and
multi-task ofﬂoading problem and tried to minimize the energy consumption of the recruited vehicles for serving crowdsourcing applications.
To improve the energy efﬁciency of in-vehicle UEs, Zhou et al. [140]
formulated the energy consumption minimization as a joint workload
ofﬂoading and power control problem, taking the service latency into
account. They assumed that workloads generated by UEs follow the
Poisson process and used queuing theory to derive the stochastic trafﬁc
models at UEs and VFC nodes.
Hybrid energy
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To encourage vehicles to execute applications for
others or share information, Liwang et al. [66] explored a computation
ofﬂoading marketplace in vehicular networks. In their work, the vehicles
requesting service and the service providers acted as buyers and sellers,
respectively. To relieve the workload of buyers and reduce the application
duration, they further proposed a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves-based reverse
auction mechanism, taking into account data transmission rates, contact
duration between vehicles, and economic costs.
Du et al. [23] formulated a dual-side optimization problem, in which the
fees paid by vehicles for the computation and communication services, the
electricity bills for running edge servers, and the cost for renting bandwidth
are all minimized at the same time. For vehicle side optimization, they
obtained the ofﬂoading decision by comparing the cost of task ofﬂoading
and that of local processing. For edge server side optimization, they ﬁrst
obtained server provisioning independently, and then devised a Lagrangian
dual decomposition and continuous relaxation-based iterative algorithm
for joint power and radio resource allocation.
To address the resource limitation of fog nodes, Pham et al. [92] proposed to integrate the computation resources on vehicles and those on
the remote cloud to extend the total resource capacity. A fog node can
execute the ofﬂoaded tasks with three options: ofﬂoading to the remote
cloud, processing tasks itself, or ofﬂoading to the volunteer vehicles. They
formulated the joint node selection and resource allocation problem as a
mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, in which the
task completion time and monetary cost for using computing resources are
jointly minimized.
Hybrid monetary cost

Some vehicles in the vehicular network may behave selfishly or maliciously, such as dropping relaying data packets. To address
security issues in VFC, Huang et al. [46] proposed a reputation management system to recognize and eliminate misbehaving vehicles. By
providing rewards for cooperative vehicles and punishing the misbehaving
ones, user behaviors can be steered and potential attacks can be avoided.
Furthermore, they enabled reputation-assisted optimizations by designing
a resource allocation algorithm, in which the response time of the vehicles
with higher reputation values has priority for optimization.
In the coming years, UAVs will be enabled to act as intermediate aerial
nodes for transferring data from the vehicle to the edge. To avoid the risk of
information leakage in the communication, Garg et al. [32] proposed a datadriven transportation optimization model to reduce the computational cost
and designed a bloom-ﬁlter-based security protocol to detect cyber-threats.
Hybrid security
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3. Task Allocation and Resource
Scheduling in Vehicular Fog
Computing

In this chapter, the contributions of each publication are summarized and
the author shows how they address the research questions introduced
in Chapter 1. Table 3.1 illustrates the research questions addressed in
each publication and brieﬂy summarizes the research results. In Section
3.1, to address RQ1, the feasibility of implementing VFC in urban areas
is explored by analyzing the availability and serviceability of vehicular
fog nodes. In Section 3.2, focuses on addressing RQ2 by designing task
allocation and task ofﬂoading schemes to provide latency and quality optimized services. Section 3.3 describes the vehicular applications beneﬁting
from vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing and addresses RQ3 by presenting
a QoI and latency aware task allocation scheme for vehicle-based visual
crowdsourcing. This chapter concludes with a discussion on future work.

3.1

Feasibility and Challenges of VFC

This section explores the feasibility of implementing VFC in urban areas.
Section 3.1.1 deals with the availability of resources carried by vehicular
fog nodes in urban areas. Section 3.1.2 explores the serviceability of
vehicular fog nodes under various trafﬁc conditions while using current
radio access technologies (e.g., DSRC and LTE). Section 3.1.3 describes
the challenges in deploying VFC-based services and proposed potential
solutions.

3.1.1

Availability of Vehicular Fog Nodes

We studied the availability of vehicular fog nodes in urban areas by using
a Luxembourg SUMO Trafﬁc (LuST) dataset [19]. The LuST scenario
simulates the real trafﬁc in the city of Luxembourg using a microscopic
road trafﬁc simulator, SUMO [55]. The LuST scenario covers an area of
156 km2 , including 932 km of roads, 38 bus routes, and 563 bus stops.
To take a close look, we choose an area covering 0.25 km2 in the center
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Table 3.1. Research questions and key research results

Research
question

Publication

Summary of research results

RQI

I

Analysis of the availability and serviceability of vehicular fog nodes in urban areas

II

Latency and quality optimized task allocation in VFC

III

Latency and resolution aware scheduling of
task ofﬂoading in VFC

I

Vehicular applications that beneﬁt from
vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing

IV

QoI and latency aware task allocation
scheme for vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing

RQII

RQIII

of Luxembourg city. The latitude of the area ranges from 46◦ 36 52 to
49◦ 36 53, while the longitude ranges from 6◦ 7 53 to 6◦ 7 54.
In our simulation, buses running in the selected area were conﬁgured
into vehicular fog nodes that provided fog computing services for the
surrounding client vehicles. We ran the simulation in three time windows:
6 : 00 ∼ 6 : 10, 8 : 00 ∼ 8 : 10, and 13 : 00 ∼ 13 : 10. These time windows
represent the morning idle hour, morning rush hour, and noon rush hour,
respectively. We used a tuple (number of client vehicles, number of vehicular
fog nodes) to denote the proportion between the number of client vehicles
and that of vehicular fog nodes. The proportions corresponding to the three
time windows were (85, 27), (200, 28) and (164, 25), respectively.
In our work, we used VeinsLTE [39] to simulate the scenarios of VFCbased services over two radio access technologies, DSRC and LTE. VeinsLTE
is an open source framework for running vehicle network simulation.
VeinsLTE connects SUMO [55] with a network simulation engine called
OMNET++ through Trafﬁc Control Interface (TraCI). VeinsLTE includes a
WAVE DSRC communication stack and an LTE-based vehicular communication stack. In the simulation, each client vehicle was equipped with both
a DSRC module and LTE stack, and could communicate with vehicular fog
nodes via DSRC, or with a cellular fog node over LTE.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the distribution of distance from each client vehicle
to its nearest vehicular fog node. 90% of client vehicles were located less
than 200 meters away from the closest vehicular fog node, which means
they could be served in real time from the vehicular fog node within a short
transmission distance. When the trafﬁc became crowded (i.e., more than
200 client vehicles running in the selected area during 8:00∼8:10), over
80% of client vehicles were able to reach a vehicular fog node within 100
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Figure 3.1. CDF of Distance From The Nearest Vehicular Fog Node

meters.
In the simulation, the client vehicles cloud be served by surrounding
vehicular fog nodes during the travel period when their distance was within
a one-hop DSRC range. We calculated the distribution of the proportion of
the served period, which is shown in Figure 3.2. Over 90% of client vehicles
could receive fog computing services for more than 85% of the traveling
time. When trafﬁc became crowded, more than 87.5% of vehicles could be
served for almost 100% of the traveling time. Obviously, the served period
increases with the congestion level of urban trafﬁc.

3.1.2

Serviceability of Vehicular Fog Nodes

Publication I also evaluates the performance of a VFC-based service with
simulation and analyzes the network performance of trafﬁc conditions
(morning idle hour, morning rush hour, and noon rush hour) while using
DSRC and LTE, respectively. We used video crowdsourcing as a study case
and added an application module to VeinsLTE to implement the scenario of
video streaming from vehicles to vehicular fog nodes and from vehicles to
the cellular fog node. We placed a cellular base station (cellular fog node) in
the center of the area. The client application on each vehicle continuously
streamed videos to nearby vehicular fog nodes or the cellular fog node. The
application servers running on vehicular fog nodes and the cellular fog
node took care of the processing of the received video. This section focuses
on the data transmission part, leaving the data processing for Section 3.3.
To determine whether VFC can enable real-time crowdsourcing of high-
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resolution videos, we compared the network performance when transmitting videos with various resolutions. We set the video resolution between
240p and 1080p, which is compressed with the YouTube HD standard, and
the frame rate as 24fps. We measured the performance of video transmission using three metrics, i.e., end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, and
throughput. We calculated the average end-to-end delay and packet loss
ratio over the total number of ﬂows in the network and computed the
throughput on the server side at the end of the simulation.
According to the simulation results, DSRC performs well when the video
resolution is low. However, the packet loss ratio tended to rise whenever
there was serious interference. LTE achieves a higher network throughput,
whereas the end-to-end transmission delay becomes longer. Furthermore,
as illustrated in Section 3.1.1, vehicles in the urban area can receive service
from surrounding vehicular fog nodes for most of the traveling time in a
typical working day. In conclusion, most vehicles can receive guaranteed
video crowdsourcing services over heterogeneous networks under VFC
architecture.

3.1.3

Challenges and Potential Solutions

To provide VFC-based services with high performance and reliability, there
are still several technical challenges to be overcome. These challenges and
potential solutions are discussed below.
• Interference in V2V communication networks: Due to the interference
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in V2V communication networks, the packet loss rate of the DSRC
connections increases dramatically with the number of connected
vehicles. The vehicles running the WAVE stack are supposed to be
equipped with a single radio. However, in theory, they can communicate on all seven channels in the DSRC band. To eliminate channel
competition, one solution is that each vehicular fog node dynamically
assigns orthogonal channels to client vehicles. Since the number of
available channels is limited, these channels will be spatially reused
among vehicular fog nodes. If some fog nodes are closely located, the
cellular fog nodes will help assign channels in a coordinated manner (through dynamic point selection, coordinated beamforming, or
scheduling [50]) to prevent severe inter-fog interference.
• Service interruption: Vehicles on the road move at varying speeds. As
a result, the distance between vehicles changes all the time. When
client vehicles leave the communication range of a connected vehicular fog node, the ongoing fog computing services such as video
streaming will be interrupted. As the driving routes of vehicular fog
nodes are predictable, it is possible to predict the service availability
and to plan the migration of the service to another vehicular/cellular
fog node. For example, videos can be forwarded to cellular fog nodes
while the vehicles are driving away from a vehicular fog node.
• Resource management: In the practice of VFC deployment, it is
important to coordinate and manage all the vehicular fog nodes
efﬁciently. Resource management strategies have to handle two
issues. First, a vehicle may be located within the communication
ranges of several vehicular fog nodes. In this case, it is a question
of how to select the most suitable vehicular fog node for the vehicle.
Second, vehicular fog nodes are spread in a distributed manner.
They may not be able to communicate directly with each other due
to the long distance. It would be more feasible to deploy resource
management modules on cellular fog nodes and utilize the wired
connections between cellular fog nodes and the cellular connectivity
of vehicular fog nodes to schedule the service deployment.

3.2

Task Allocation and Ofﬂoading in VFC

After exploring the feasibility of implementing VFC service in urban areas
in Section 3.1, this section focuses on scheduling the resources of vehicular
fog nodes to achieve low-latency and high-quality service. First, a latencyand quality-optimized task allocation scheme in a vehicular environment
is introduced in Section 3.2.1. The workload aware scheduling of task
ofﬂoading strategies is presented in Section 3.2.2.
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Table 3.2. BPSO Particles

3.2.1
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QLR1
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Particlep

ass1
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...

...
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Particle|P |

ass1

...

ass|K|

q1

...

q|K|

Latency and Quality Balanced Task Assignment

In the work described in Publication II, we designed a dynamic task assignment solution, called Folo, to assign the tasks generated by moving
client vehicles to their neighboring cellular and vehicular fog nodes. Folo
aims at optimizing service latency and quality under application-speciﬁc
requirements, such as communicating and computing demands.
According to [60], by relaxing the tolerance of quality loss, service latency
could be reduced to a certain extent. We explored a novel dimension, the
quality loss of results (QLR), to represent the service acquired by the user
with lower or less than optimal quality compared with the perfect result.
The optimization objectives include both minimizing the average service
latency and reducing the overall QLR.
The ﬁrst contribution of this work is to formulate the process of task allocation across cellular and vehicular fog nodes as a bi-objective optimization
problem with certain constraints, such as a quality loss constraint, task
assignment constraint, service latency constraint, and capacity constraint.
Nonetheless, service latency and QLR are coupled and cannot be optimized
simultaneously. Therefore, we deﬁned a joint objectives function to unify
service latency and QLR, and adaptively adjusted the weights of the objectives by tuning two scalar parameters according to application- speciﬁc
requirements.
Next, we proved the NP hardness of the optimization problem. By
removing the service latency constraint and letting one client vehicle
generate only one task, we reduced the optimization problem to a classic
Subset Sum Problem, which has been proven to be an NP-complete problem
[103]. Furthermore, by relaxing the discrete variable QLR level into a
continuous one, we reconﬁgured the non-linear optimization problem into
a linear one, which can be easily solved by linear programming (LP).
In the vehicular scenario, because of the mobility of client vehicles, the
geographic locations of tasks change. In order to solve the dynamic task
assignment problem, we designed an event-triggered dynamic task allocation (DTA) algorithm. In DTA, the task allocation solvers (TAS) are
triggered by upcoming events, such as new task generation and service
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interruption. We designed two algorithms to solve the above-mentioned
bi-objective optimization problem, which we called linear programming
based optimization (LBO) and binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO).
In LBO, the input is the unassigned tasks set U , which contains the
information about client vehicles set I, fog nodes set J, and tasks set
K. Furthermore, based on the information about tasks and the location
of vehicles, an optimization matrix is formulated, which contains the
information on available fog nodes, the host vehicle, and the transmission
data rate between client vehicles and fog nodes. Next, the LBO takes the
end-to-end latency and overall quality loss of tasks into consideration to
implement an LP solver to obtain a balanced optimization solution with
continuous values. After that, the continuous values are reshaped into
integral values. LBO uses a binary variable xjk to indicate whether task
k is assigned to fog node j. Similarly to [21], for each task k, if ∃m ∈ J,
xmk = max(xjk ), xmk is set to 1 and the rest to 0. Meanwhile, each qk is
j∈J

rounded up to its nearest integer.
Due to the high computation complexity of LBO, we proposed a heuristic
algorithm BPSO based on partial swarm optimization (PSO). Similarly
to LBO, BPSO uses the set of unassigned tasks U as input and manages
to ﬁnd the assignment decision xjk and quality loss level qk for each task
k. Firstly, a swarm set P with |P | particles is generated. Each particle
has a search space of 2 × |K| dimensions. As shown in Table 3.2, the
dimensions 1 ∼ |K| demonstrate the decision of the task assignment.
Each part of the dimension has a discrete set of possible values limited
to {1 ≤ assk ≤ |J|}. Therefore, the results of dimensions 1 ∼ |K| can be
transferred to task assignment set X, where xjk = 1 when assk = j. The
last part of dimensions from |K| + 1 to 2 × |K| refers to the QLR selected
for each task k, and each dimension has a discrete set of possible values.
Using such a particle parameterization, the swarm is represented as a
|P | × (2 ∗ |K|) two-dimensional array consisting of |P | particles. Each
particle is represented as a vector of |K| task assignment decisions and |K|
QLR selections. Thus, each particle ﬂies in a (2 ∗ |K|)-dimensional search
for space to ﬁnd the best solution for the bi-objective problem.
To assess the effectiveness of Folo, we simulated the mobility of fog nodes
at different times of day based on real-world taxi traces and implemented
two representative tasks, including video streaming and real-time object
recognition. Simulation results showed that the task allocation provided
by Folo could be adjusted according to the actual requirements of service
latency and quality, and achieved higher performance compared with naive
and random fog node selection. To be more speciﬁc, Folo shortens the
average service latency by up to 27% while reducing the quality loss by up
to 56%.
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Figure 3.3. Temporal Trafﬁc Jam Variation in Helsinki during 3rd Sep. and 6th Oct.,
2018

3.2.2

Workload Aware Scheduling of Task Ofﬂoading

The previous section described how to assign tasks generated by client
vehicles to speciﬁc vehicular or cellular fog nodes. However, due to the
spatiotemporal variation in vehicular trafﬁc density, the workload of fog
nodes varies with time and place, and thus inﬂuences the task processing
latency. Therefore, the data quality of the tasks for ofﬂoading, such as
image resolution, should be adaptively adjusted according to the workload
of the fog nodes.
In Publication III, we proposed Chameleon, a novel solution for scheduling the data quality of task ofﬂoading from client vehicles to a speciﬁc
fog node. Chameleon aims at providing latency- and resolution-aware
task-ofﬂoading strategies for client vehicles while taking into account the
spatiotemporal variation in service demand and supply.
To identify the temporal variation in vehicular trafﬁc density, we collected
trafﬁc message channel (TMC) data in a region of 67 square kilometers
in Helsinki using the Here Trafﬁc API [1] for about one month from 3rd
Sep. to 6th Oct., 2018. The TMC data contained the trafﬁc reports received
from vehicles, including the location, direction, and average speed of the
trafﬁc ﬂow. From the TMC data, we were able to get the jam factor, which
represents the expected quality of travel [1]. The jam factor is a number
between 0 and 10. The larger the jam factor, the higher the vehicular
trafﬁc density. The temporal variation in the jam factor is illustrated
in Figure 3.3. We found that the vehicle density changed dramatically
within one day but remained stable during certain time periods. For
example, suppose the length of a time period is one hour. As illustrated in
Figure 3.3, the jam factor changes within the range from 2.6 to 2.8 during
11:00∼12:00, compared with a range from 2.7 to 3.3 in the time period
between 12:00∼13:00. In addition, the temporal variation in the vehicular
trafﬁc density exhibited a repetitive pattern on a weekly basis.
For vehicular fog nodes, whether or not they show a time- and placevarying workload should ﬁrst be validated. To identify the workload
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pattern of vehicular fog nodes, we collected bus trajectories by using the
open high-frequency positioning (HFP) API provided by HSL [2] in the
Helsinki region during the same period, as mentioned previously. We
analyzed the variation in bus delays for one day and found that the buses
were mostly punctual (except for early in the morning and late at night).
Furthermore, the delays of most buses were limited to 500 seconds and
the mode of bus delays was 137 seconds. Since the buses have daily ﬁxed
trajectories, the supply of vehicular fog computing follows a regular pattern
according to pre-deﬁned timetables.
Based on the analysis of vehicular trafﬁc patterns, we formulated the
optimization of task ofﬂoading as a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP). We assumed that the fog node workload in a speciﬁc
time bucket evolved as an M -state Markov chain and we used a probability
transition matrix R to denote the transition of states. Regarding the
variation in the fog node workload, the workload probability transition
matrix within a time bucket can be learned from historical records using
the Monte Carlo method. For example, suppose the time bucket is 5
minutes and the task arrival rate is 1 task/second. Thus, the time bucket
can be divided into 300 time slots. For a given fog node, we recorded its
workload state at each time slot during the same day of each week and
from a large amount of historical records, the probability transition matrix
R of the time bucket of the fog node could be determined.
In Chameleon, the client vehicle will continuously receive workload
observations from the fog node. By mapping the observations into the
fog node transition matrix, the POMDP problem will be solved through a
stochastic dynamic programming approach [75] and a corresponding task
ofﬂoading strategy for the client vehicle will be obtained. According to
the task ofﬂoading strategy, the vehicle can obtain a sequence of optimal
ofﬂoading decisions, in which it would be decided whether to process tasks
generated in one time bucket locally or ofﬂoad them with an appropriate
image resolution.
To evaluate the effectiveness of Chameleon, we ﬁrst investigated the
proﬁles of an image-based object recognition application and observed
how image resolution inﬂuenced the transmission and processing latency
in the case of task ofﬂoading. Then, by using the real-world TMC data
and bus trajectories as input, we conducted a large scale simulation to
examine the performance of Chameleon under various trafﬁc conditions.
For comparison, we implemented two reference task ofﬂoading strategies:
random and adaptive [44]. Compared with adaptive and random task
ofﬂoading strategies, the POMDP-based ofﬂoading strategies provided by
Chameleon shortened the average service latency of task ofﬂoading by up
to 65%, while increasing the average resolution level of processed images
by up to 83%.
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3.3

Vehicle-based Visual Crowdsourcing in VFC

Vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing is an emerging paradigm where the
visual data collected from dash cameras installed on vehicles is analyzed
with the aim of measuring phenomena of common interest, such as realtime trafﬁc information and high-deﬁnition maps for autonomous driving. Section 3.3.1 discusses the promising vehicular applications that
can beneﬁt from vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing. In Section 3.3.2, a
QoI and latency aware task allocation scheme for vehicle-based visual
crowdsourcing is presented.

3.3.1

Vehicle-based Visual Crowdsourcing Applications

In Publication I, we classiﬁed vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing applications into three categories based on their update cycles and listed the
requirements of the applications mentioned in Table 3.3.
Applications with a Short Update Cycle

• Driving assistance
• Local 3D map generation
These applications involve data-intensive and latency-sensitive computing
tasks and have an extremely strict requirement for the validity period of
crowdsourced video. Compared with pushing crowdsourced video to the
cloud, VFC can beneﬁt from new architecture to handle the large volume
of video coming from vehicles better.
Applications with a Moderate Update Cycle
Table 3.3. Application requirements

Driving
assistance
Local map
generation
Parking
navigation
Construction
detection
Improvement
recommendation
Crime
reconstruction
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• Parking navigation
• Road construction detection
Compared with applications with a short update cycle, the above-described
applications allow a longer validity period of crowdsourced videos. For
example, the validity period of a crowdsourced video for parking navigation may last for several minutes and that of detecting temporary road
construction may last for a few hours. Furthermore, in these applications,
local relevance is one of the important features and the utility lifetime
of crowdsourced video is explicit. Compared with cloud computing, VFC
can provide a more efﬁcient and timely service with location-aware and
location-speciﬁc functionality.
Applications with a Long Update Cycle

• Infrastructure improvement recommendation
• Crime scene reconstruction
Even though some applications allow a long update cycle, they require a
large amount of crowdsourced video as input. Thus, compared with cloud
computing, processing data locally can reduce the ingress trafﬁc to the
cloud.

3.3.2

QoI and Latency Aware Task Allocation

There are several challenges for task allocation in vehicle-based visual
crowdsourcing. First, collecting and processing a large amount of visual
data from moving vehicles require a tremendous amount of communications and computing resources. In addition, latency constraints on timesensitive information extraction requires the moving of computing resources closer to where the data is generated. Second, to sense the targets
of interest (e.g., road surface or parking spaces) in an accurate and timely
manner, a widely adopted approach is to collect high-quality visual data frequently from dense measurement points. However, with a limited amount
of computing resources, the larger the amount and the higher the rate of
data collection, the longer the latency time for processing the data.
To provide a low-latency service for vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing,
we proposed the gathering and processing of collected data at the edge
of the network and assigning vehicular fog nodes with crowdsourcing
tasks—gathering and processing the visual data collected from the other
vehicles in the coverage area. Compared with normal vehicles, VFNs
can be equipped with a huge amount of computing resources thanks to
their large dimensions and sufﬁcient power supply. In addition, services
provided by VFNs could reach vehicles over one-hop radio links (e.g., DSRC
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and Wi-Fi), which is more reliable and low-latency as compared to cloud
servers.
To address the trade-off between the amount and rate of data collection
and the latency time for processing the data, we designed FlexSensing, a
task allocation scheme that jointly optimizes the Quality of Information
(QoI) of collected data and processing latency. In crowdsourcing, QoI relates to the useful information that is extracted from the collected raw
data [62, 84, 88]. For the purpose of this paper, QoI refers to the amount
of collected pixels on the targets of interest. Due to the diversity in the
sensing vehicles (e.g., speed, orientation, and position), the collected data
from different vehicles will have a different QoI. Intuitively, a high-QoI
image/video should include a large amount of pixels on the targets of interest. In FlexSensing, VFNs would be assigned with crowdsourcing tasks for
gathering and processing the visual data collected from the vehicles in the
targeted area, and meanwhile an appropriate rate of data collection would
be selected for each sensing vehicle, taking into account the variation in
VFN workload and the QoI of the collected data. FlexSensing aims at
reducing the amount of collected data to reduce the data processing latency
while maintaining the QoI, such as the amount of pixels on the targets of
interest.
We formulated this optimization problem as a constraint-aware Markov
Decision Process (MDP). Speciﬁcally, we considered the geographical information on vehicles (e.g., orientation, speed, and position), the workload of
vehicular fog nodes and locations of targets of interest as the MDP state,
and considered the selection of the data collection rate and the crowdsourcing task assignment as the MDP action. Furthermore, we deﬁned a
system reward, which decreases along with the data processing latency
and increases with the QoI of collected data. Therefore, an optimized
task allocation strategy is to map the state of the involved participants to
an appropriate crowdsourcing task assignment and data collection rate
selection.
However, owing to the complexity of the vehicular scenario (e.g., high
mobility and large scalability), achieving complete knowledge of the vehicles involved and targets of interest is impractical. In recent years, deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) has shown substantial potential in terms of
supporting a broad range of complex compelling applications [74]. Minh et
al. [74] ﬁrst used deep Q-learning network (DQN) to learn policies from
sensor input for decision making. In their work, experience replay and target network were introduced to improve the stability and the performance.
Double DQN was next proposed by Van Hasselt et al. [118], which was able
to reduce the observed overestimations and achieve better performance on
several games. Schaul et al. [102] developed a framework for prioritizing
experience, so as to replay important transitions more frequently, and
therefore learn more efﬁciently. In this work, we leveraged the advanced
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DQN to learn the optimized task allocation strategies.
We divided the urban areas evenly into several service zones, turning the
base station located in the center of the service zone into a coordinator edge
server, and maintaining a DQN agent in each coordinator edge server. We
simulated the workload of VFNs based on the spatiotemporal distribution
of vehicular trafﬁc, with the assumption that the VFN workload is closely
related to the density of vehicle trafﬁc on the road. In the initial stage, the
DQN agents assigned crowdsourcing tasks to VFNs and selected the data
collection rate for each sensing vehicle in a random manner. Gradually,
based on the learned variation pattern in the workload of VFNs and the
observed performance of past decisions, the DQN agents learned and
updated the task allocation strategies toward speciﬁc application demands.
It is worth noting that the learning process is purely based on experience,
without any predeﬁned rules.
To evaluate the effectiveness of FlexSensing in terms of QoI and processing latency, we simulated the scenario of vehicle-based visual crowdsourcing using real-world vehicular trafﬁc data. We took an area of 1 square
kilometer in Helsinki city center for a case study. Compared with the existing solutions, including adaptive and random task allocation strategies
[44], the task allocation strategies provided by FlexSensing reduced the
processing latency by up to 43% and increased the QoI of the collected
visual data in terms of the amount of pixels on targets of interest targets
by up to 34%.

3.4

Open Questions

This subsection discusses potential areas for future research based on the
results of this thesis.
First, our resource scheduling algorithms aim at reducing service latency
and improving service quality for vehicular applications. However, due to
the limited amount of computing resources on fog nodes, how to improve
the fog-node-level resource efﬁciency while processing data-intensive tasks
also needs to be studied. Furthermore, due to the high mobility of vehicles,
most vehicular applications require frequent status updates. Thus, to
guarantee the freshness of information, we need to shorten the Age of
Information (AoI), which is the amount of time elapsed since the most
recent information update [15]. The AoI of the wireless connection between
vehicles and fog nodes is a stochastic process that is closely related to the
task update frequency, processing latency and the choice of fog servers,
and exhibits strong temporal and spatial variation due to the mobility of
vehicles.
Second, only the processing capability of the fog nodes is utilized, whereas
edge caching [115] at the fog node can also be leveraged in order to further
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reduce the operational latency for client vehicles. However, the main challenge would be to design an efﬁcient caching strategy that can intelligently
recognize similar processing tasks and cache them for future requests.
Furthermore, collaborative caching and processing among neighboring fog
nodes is expected to further improve the system performance, although
careful investigation is required to validate this expectation.
Third, vehicles can be utilized as a resource for data storage. Unlike
stationary infrastructures, vehicles can move close to the place where the
data is generated and collect data through one-hop radio links, which can
avoid excessive investment in infrastructure and signiﬁcantly reduce the
last-hop distance. Furthermore, while traveling, vehicles can utilize their
local spectrum resources to collect data from a large number of devices.
Fourth, from the communications perspective, the vehicular fog nodes in
our system are assumed to be moving buses that commute along speciﬁed
trajectories. As an alternative solution, particularly in situations when
there are no regular buses available in the vicinity of cars, drones can act
as mobile fog nodes that establish the communication between the vehicles
on the road and the cloud server. In order to ensure an autonomous and
continuous task ofﬂoading service, the system design for drones should take
into account the limitation of high energy consumption. Recent research
proposes RF/wireless energy transfer or renewable energy harvesting as
promising solutions to overcome the energy consumption limitation of
drones in 5G/Beyond 5G wireless cellular networks [67, 104].
Finally, privacy considerations regarding the drivers and overall system
security are beyond the scope of this dissertation. A major concern is the
security of authentication [109]. Distributed vehicular fog nodes serve as
gateways to a hybrid cloud consisting of fog nodes and a central cloud. If
a hacker obtains access to any of the fog nodes, malicious messages and
illegitimate commands could be sent, which may destroy the reliability of
the network services [76]. Besides, attackers could duplicate the personal
data of the drivers by hacking into the vehicular fog nodes, which would
seriously threaten driver privacy. To address these challenges, far more
effective encryption methods and powerful middleware should be developed
for fog computing security ware.
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4. Conclusion

In recent years, next-generation vehicular applications using sensor fusion
and V2X communication has attracted a great deal of attention from
professionals, both academics and in the industry. A novel computing
paradigm, vehicular fog computing (VFC), has been proposed to handle
the data-intensive and latency-sensitive computing tasks involved in nextgeneration vehicular applications, pushing computing and communication
resources to the edge of the network (e.g., buses and cellular base stations).
However, due to the high mobility of vehicles and the spatiotemporal
variation in trafﬁc destiny, several important challenges remain to be
addressed before reliable VFC-based services can be enabled. In this
dissertation, the feasibility of deploying VFC-based services in urban areas
and the design of resource scheduling algorithms to enable high-quality
and low-latency VFC-based services for various vehicular applications
have been explored.
To address the research questions, analytical studies were conducted,
including problem formulation, algorithm design, and performance evaluation. First, the feasibility and challenges of applying VFC for real-time
analytics of crowdsourced dash camera video were investigated. Second,
a framework was presented for latency- and quality-optimized task allocation in VFC, supporting vehicle mobility. Third, a task-ofﬂoading
framework for visual-based assisted driving was proposed, taking into account the spatiotemporal variation in service demand and supply. Finally,
a QoI and latency aware task allocation scheme for vehicle-based visual
crowdsourcing was designed, in which visual data collected from sensing
vehicles would be gathered and processed at vehicular fog nodes in real
time.
The evaluation of the designed algorithms indicates their applicability
for enabling a high-quality and low-latency VFC-based service. The author believes that the results of this work can offer useful hints for the
further development of VFC services for more next-generation vehicular
applications in the future.
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